Theoretical probes of conformational fluctuations in S-peptide and RNase A/3'-UMP enzyme product complex.
The dynamic properties of the RNase A/3'-UMP enzyme/product complex and the S-peptide of RNase A have been investigated by molecular dynamics simulations using suitable generalization of ideas introduced to probe the energy landscape in structural glasses. We introduce two measures, namely, the kinetic energy fluctuation metric and the force metric, both of which are used to calculate the time needed for sampling the conformation space of the molecules. The calculation of the fluctuation metric requires a single trajectory whereas the force metric is computed using two independent trajectories. The vacuum MD simulations show that for both systems the time required for kinetic energy equipartitioning is surprisingly long even at high temperatures. We show that the force metric is a powerful means of probing the nature and relative importance of conformational substates which determine the dynamics at low temperatures. In particular the time dependence of the non-bonded force metric is used to demonstrate that at low temperatures the system is predominantly localized in a single cluster of conformational substates. The force metric is used to show that relaxation of long range (in sequence space) interactions must be mediated by a sequence of local dihedral angle transitions. We also argue that the time needed for compact structure formation is intimately related to the time needed for the relaxation of the dihedral angle degrees of freedom. The time for non-bonded interactions, which drive protein molecules to fold under appropriate conditions, to relax becomes extremely long as the temperature is lowered suggesting that the formation of maximally compact structure in proteins must be a very slow process.